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1. Introduction

The E-bizminer data mining solution is a knowledge discovery and management platform for large data sets in e-CRM. It is an integrated and component-based data mining system to support users from diverse area of CRM, e-business and others.

2. Characteristics & Improvements

E-BizMiner has following characteristics in the Hardware aspects:

- E-BizMiner modules for analysis are implemented in pure Java to make it possible to be platform independent.

- The core engine for analysis is placed in the server to process large data set easily and fast. To support multiuser and efficient environment, remote user use client program to communicate with server program in running relevant module and receiving results.

- E-BizMiner is component-based system using EJB and Java beans. Each component is a specialized analysis tool which could be developed into an integrated solution to a specific need by combining several relevant components together.

- Data mining process can be expressed with analysis components and flows connected them in a stream-like fashion. Process-flows which is developed or existing can be used later as well as in other similar problems.

- XML enables information flow and sharing between components and make it possible to save and retrieve results from each component for automated output reporting.
E-BizMiner has lots of improvements compared to other softwares too:

- E-BizMiner provides lots of important analysis tools for many industries from production to e-business. This will include Regression, Neural Network, Decision Trees, Association Rules, and other statistical modeling and descriptive tools.

- Knowledge discovery from a large data set using E-BizMiner through it’s unique and automated Process-Flow models consists of Situation, Data collection, Data manipulation, Modeling, Assessment, and Feedback.

- Beginners can get results from minimum input without worrying too much about technical details. On the other hand, E-BizMiner provide full of controllable option menus for field experts who want to adjust various optional parameters as they want.

- Easy interpretation of output results is possible from customized reporting which includes core results from the analysis at hand.

- For optimal data preparation, users can integrate necessary data easily through ETT (Extraction, Transformation, Transport) tools.
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